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Chapter 1 State of man without
Civil Society (不是
不是某種原始狀態)
o Natural Equality: Those who have
equal power against each other, are
equal; and those who have the
greatest power, the power to kill, in
fact have equal power. Therefore all
men are equal to each other by
nature. Our actual inequality has
been introduced by civil law. (DC.
I:4)
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Natural Right
o What is not contrary to right reason,
all agree is done justly and of Right.
For precisely what is meant by the
term Right is the liberty each man
has of using his natural faculties
in accordance with right reason.
Therefore the first foundation of
natural Right is that each man
protect his life and limbs as much
as he can. (DC.I:7)
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Chap.2 Natural Law
o Law is a certain right reason, which
is also said to be natural. The Natural
law therefore (to define it) is the
Dictate of right reason about
what should be done or not done
for the longest possible
preservation of life and limb.
o 問題：和
問題：和Natural Right有何不同？
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o The first law of nature (the
foundation) is: to seek peace when
it can be had; when it cannot, to
look for aid in war. … It is the first
law, because the rest are derived
from it; they are instructions on the
means of securing either peace or
self-defense.
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right; hence the transferor could not
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the transferor, which previously
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o Just as it was necessary for each
man's preservation that he should
relinquish certain of his rights, so it
is no less necessary to his
preservation that he retain certain
rights, namely the Right of
protecting his person, the right of
enjoying the open air, water, and
all other things necessary for life.
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o Men may agree to all these laws of
nature and whatever others there
may be, and try hard to observe
them, yet doubtful points and
disputes will arise every day about
their application to actions, namely
whether something that has been
done is contrary to law or not (this is
called a question of right).
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an Arbitrator.
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o The only rule he needs is that when
he is in doubt whether what he
proposes to do to someone is in
accordance with natural right or not,
he should think himself into the other
person's place. Immediately the
passions which were prompting him
to act will now discourage him from
action, as if transferred to the other
pan of the scales.
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This rule is not only easy; it has
long been famous in the words: Do
not do to another what you would
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everywhere; but in the external
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o since their attitudes and aspirations
differ so markedly from one another.
If anyone refuses consent, the rest
will notwithstanding form a
commonwealth without him. That is
why the commonwealth retains its
original Right against the dissenter,
i.e. the right of war, as against an
enemy. (DC.VI:2)
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civil laws are the laws of a
commonwealth, and if it were
obligated by them, it would be
obligated to itself. (DC. VI:14)
o 並非可違法亂紀之意，而是可依其意志修
改、廢除或創設法律。
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Duties of Sovereign Power
o All the duties of sovereigns are
implicit in this one phrase: the
safety of the people is the
supreme law. For although those
who hold sovereign power among
men cannot be subject to laws
properly so called, i.e. to the will of
men,…, it is nevertheless their duty
to obey right reason in all things so
far as they can;
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o right reason is the natural, moral and
divine law. And since governments
were formed for the sake of peace,
and peace is sought for safety, if the
incumbent in power used it otherwise
than for the people's safety, he would
be acting against the principles of
peace, that is, against natural law.
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o And just as the people's safety
dictates the law by which Princes
come to know their duty, it also
teaches them the art by which they
look after their own interest. For the
power [potentia] of the citizens is the
power of the commonwealth, that is,
his power who holds the sovereignty
in the commonwealth. (DC.XII:2)
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o Regarding this life only, the good
things citizens may enjoy can be put
into four categories: 1) defence from
external enemies; 2) preservation of
internal peace; 3) acquisition of
wealth, so far as this is consistent
with public security; 4) full
enjoyment of innocent liberty.
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Sovereigns can do no more for the
citizens' happiness [felicitas] than to
enable them to enjoy the possessions
their industry has won them, safe
from foreign and civil war.
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「自由」（
「自由」（Liberty）新意
）新意
o What is the difference, someone will
ask, between a free man or a citizen
on the one hand and a slave on the
other? For, so far as I know, no
writer has explained what liberty and
servitude are. Liberty is commonly
thought of as doing everything of our
own freewill and with impunity; not
to be able to do so is reckoned to be
servitude. (
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o But this cannot be so in a
commonwealth, or coexist with the
peace of the human race; because
there is no commonwealth without
the power of government [imperium]
and the right to coerce. LIBERTY (to
define it) is simply the absence of
obstacles to motion.(DC.IX:9) (
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批判共和自由
o Some think that Monarchy has fewer
advantages than Democracy,
because it has less liberty than
Democracy. If by liberty, they mean
exemption from the subjection due to
the laws, i.e. the commands of the
people, there is no liberty anywhere,
either in a Democracy or in any other
form of commonwealth.
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o If they understand liberty to mean
few laws, few things forbidden, and
those the sorts of things without
which there would be no Peace, then
I deny that there is more liberty in a
Democracy than in a Monarchy. For
Monarchy can rightly coexist with
such liberty as well as Democracy.
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o For even if liberty is inscribed on the
gates and towers of a city in the
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liberty of the individual citizen but of
the city; and there is no better right
to inscribe it on a popularly governed
than on a Monarchically governed
city.
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批判共和自由
o When private citizens, i.e. subjects,
demand liberty, what they are
demanding in the name of liberty is
not liberty but Dominion; but in their
ignorance, they never see this.
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批判共和自由
o

For if each man allowed to others,
as the law of nature requires, the
liberty which he demands for himself,
the state of nature would return, in
which all men may rightly do all
things; and they would reject that
state as worse than any civil
subjection, if they knew it. (DC.10:8)
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霍布斯的「消極自由」觀
o Liberty for citizens does not mean
exemption from the laws, or that
those who hold sovereign power may
not make whatever laws they please.
But since all the movements and
actions of the citizens have never
been brought within the scope of law,
and cannot be because of their
variety,
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o and liberty here is to be understood
in this sense, viz. as that part of
natural right which is allowed and
left to the citizens by the civil
laws.(DC.XIII:15)
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人民不能通過社會契約解除主權權威
o Although power is constituted by the
agreements of individuals with each
other, that is not the only obligation
on which the right of government
rests. There is also the obligation
towards the holder of power.
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o For this is what each citizen says as
he makes his agreement with each of
his fellow citizens: I transfer my right
to this man on condition that you
transfer your right to him also. Hence
the right which each man once had to
use his strength for his own benefit is
wholly transferred to some man or
assembly for the public benefit.
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to each other and by the gift of right
which they are obliged to the ruler to
respect, the power of government is
secured by a double obligation on
the part of the citizens, an obligation
to their fellow citizens and an
obligation to the ruler.
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o Therefore no number of citizens can
rightly strip the ruler of his power
unless he gives his own consent as
well. DC.VI:20
o 這論點有些牽強：主權者並不是締約之一
方，但卻承受來自人民的
方，但卻承受來自人民的obligation。
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但國家仍然會解體
o In the motion of natural bodies we
have three things to consider: the
internal disposition by which bodies
are capable of making motion; the
external Agent, by which a certain,
specific motion is actually produced;
and the action itself.
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So likewise in a commonwealth,
there are three things to look at
when the citizens are in an uproar:
first, the doctrines and passions
inimical to peace, by which the minds
of individuals are given a certain
disposition;
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second, what sort of men take
people who are already disposed to
rebellion and violence, and incite,
assemble and direct them; and third,
the means by which it is done, or
faction itself.
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